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2.1 THE ROLE OF MARKETS

Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

01 | Give me 3!

Give me 3 examples from each of these economic sectors

02 | What’s the difference?

What’s the difference between the following? (include an example if you can…)

A good and
a service

Factor and
product 
markets

Costs and 
benefits

Specialisation 
and division 
of labour

03 | Give me 3!

Give me 3 advantages of division of labour

Give me 3 disadvantages of division of labour

1

1

2

2

3

3

04 | What is meant by?

A market

The Government

Profit

Exchange

Statement True or 
False?

The central purpose of economic activity is the coordination of production of goods and 
services to satisfy needs and wants

The primary sector is the largest economic sector in the UK

05 | True or False?
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Give me 2 factors that would shift a supply curve to the right

Give me 1 factor that would cause movement along a demand curve

1

1

2

04 | What’s the formula?

Write the formula for calculating

Price elasticity 
of demand

Price elasticity 
of supply 

05 | Give me 3!

07 | Draw me!

08 | Draw me!
Give me 3 factors that will influence the value of price elasticity of demand

Draw a diagram for Good Y to show the shift in its demand curve following a fall in the price of a complement

Draw a diagram to show the change in price equilibrium for Good X when the cost of production increases

1

2

3

06 | What’s the difference?

What’s the difference between the following? (include an example if you can…)

Price ELASTIC demand and price INELASTIC demand

Price ELASTIC supply and price INELASTIC supply

Price

Price

Quantity

Quantity
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2.6 PRODUCTION
01 | What is meant by?

Total revenue

Profit

Average cost

Total cost

02 | What’s the difference?

What’s the difference between the following? (include an example)

Production and Productivity

Economies and Diseconomies of Scale

03 | Calculate this!

Make the following calculations using the data provided

Total cost

Average cost

Profit

Total revenue

What is the total cost if 5 units of a good is produced with a unit Cost of £100?

What is the average cost if there are 8 units produced with a total cost of £4,800? 

What is the profit if 10 units are produced at a total cost of £3,000 and each unit sold 
for £350:

What is the total revenue if 15 units sold at £12.50 per unit?

Statement True or 
False?

Rent is an example of a cost

An increase in cost without increasing prices is likely to lead to lower profits

Profit = Total Cost + Total Revenue

04 | True or False?
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Economic Objectives and the role
of the government
3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 GOVERNMENT OBJECTIVES
01 | What is meant by?

Full employment

Price stability

Economic growth

02 | Give me 3!

Give me 3 types of unemployment (including an example with each)

1

2

3

Advantage Disadvantage

Low
inflation

Low
unemployment

High economic
growth

03 | Advantages and disadvantages

Give one advantage and one disadvantage for an economy when pursuing each of these objectives

Complete this passage to help explain the government’s economic objectives by using the words 
provided below

The government has four main objectives: low ________________ , low ________________ , 

a balance on the ________________ and steady ________________ .  It also has two other important 

objectives which are reducing ________________ and managing ________________ .  However, the 

issue arises as when the government pursues one particular objective, such as high ________________ , 

then another negative side effect may occur, such as ________________ .  This means that the 

government objectives often ________________ , and so it is impossible for a government to achieve all 

the ________________ at once.

04 | Complete me!

Conflict

growth

current account

inequality

objectives

economic growth

inflation

unemployment

environmental change

inflation

05 | Advantages and disadvantages

Categorise these examples into either advantages or disadvantages of economic growth:

Higher costs of living, higher incomes, inflation, more traffic congestion, higher standards of living, 
less poverty

Advantages Disadvantages
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4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND THE GLOBAL  
 ECONOMY
01 | What is meant by?

Exports

Imports

International 
trade

Non-competitive 
market

Exchange rate

Free trade 
agreement

Globalisation

02 | Give me 2!

03 | Give me 3!

Give me 2 major exports of goods from the UK economy

Give me 3 benefits of trade

Give me 2 major imports of goods into the UK economy

Give me 2 major exports of services from the UK economy

Give me 2 major imports of services into the UK economy

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

2

2

2

Statement True or 
False?

All countries always benefit from trade

Trade in the UK is of major importance to achieving the government’s macroeconomic 
objectives

04 | True or False?

All countries will import more in terms of value than they export

Growing global interdependence in the world is known as globalisation

Globalisation has been nothing but beneficial to all countries around the world

05 | What’s the difference?

What’s the difference between the following? (include an example)

DEMAND for a currency and SUPPLY of a currency


